ASSOCIATE IN LIBERAL ARTS BUSCA CURRICULUM PROGRESS CHART

I. Powers (5 Courses)

A. Writing I
   • ENG 110 BS College Writing I: Persuasion
B. Writing II
   • ENG 210 BS College Writing II: Research
C. Numbers
   • MTH 150 BS Mathematics Myths and Realities
D. Speech
   • BSCA 150 English for Academic Purposes
     embeds COM 150
E. Information Technology
   • CSC 151 BS Introduction to Computing Using Packages

II. Frameworks of Scientific Understanding (3 Courses)

A. Natural Science
   • BIO 158 BS Life Science: A Human Approach
B. Political Science
   • POL 151 BS Principles of American Government
C. Sociology
   • SOC 150 BS Principles of Sociology

III. Patterns of Meaning (12 courses)

A. Religion
   1. REL 211 BS The New Testament
   2. REL 220 BS Catholicism in the Modern World
B. Philosophy
   1. PHL 151 BS The Human Person
   2. PHL 206 BS Social and Political Philosophy
C. Literature
   1. LIT 150 BS Themes in Literature and Culture
   2. LIT 250 BS Writers and their Worlds
D. History
   1. HIS 300 BS History of the United States to 1877
   2. HIS 305 BS The United States from 1877 to the Present
E. Foreign Language
   1. BSCA 150 English for Academic Purposes
   2. BSCA 150 English for Academic Purposes
F. Concentration Option
   • BSCA 150 English for Academic Purposes
G. Foreign Language
   • BSCA 250 English for Academic Purposes